82	EUROPE   AT   PLAY
Baedeker, at whom we often so wrongly sniff, is not
only a friend of the lonely globe-trotting spinster as
portrayed on the stage by Rath Draper, Prosaic as he
may be, he is a boon for travellers, and I am content not
to try to poach on his preserves* Charles Dickens told us
that there is probably not a famous picture or statue in all
Italy but could be easily buried under a mountain of
printed paper devoted to dissertations on it; for which
reason there is no need to expatiate at any length on
Painting and Sculptures,
My first twenty-four hours here have not been idle,
I have seen the Borghese Gardens (by sunlight, not yet by
moonlight on this trip), the British Embassy* all the
tennis stars playing at the wonderful Forum Mussolini*
have dined at the local Ciro*s<um-Sav0y<um~Berkdey
and gone on to the equivalent of the Florida; have seen
the Princess Jane di San Faustino and King Alfonso, and
have been taken to a Roman cocktail party,
I was, unfortunately, a day too late for the great Easter
celebration in St, Peter's, which is one of the most
impressive sights in the world. There are visitors here
from all over Europe who have come especially for this
ceremony* One of them told me of his good fortune in
seeing it* Having obtained two passes from his hotel, his
friend took one and was escorted to & box, but his own
ticket being of a different colour only seemed to permit
him, to stand at the back of the crowd and see nothing.
Gad in morning clothes and top-hat (these or evening
djcess are obligatory if you ate going into a bo*), he was
wandering sotrowfolly about when his tm-driwr saw
him. Appalled at the thought that he wotild not sec the
cetemoay, the driver appwacfaed a stately official wearing
a magniiccntudform, who at once escorted my f^

